LifeSaver Mobile
Integration with Jamf
Keep employees safe from distracted
driving accidents without installing
expensive hardware

Protect your employees from distracted
driving accidents
Insurance studies indicate that distracted driving is the leading cause of
vehicle collisions nationwide, and almost 40% of workplace-related fatalities
result from transportation incidents. Preventing distracted driving is one of
the most effective ways you can promote a culture of workplace safety, but
enforcing control of mobile devices in company and personal vehicles can be
a challenging endeavor.
Now it’s easy to protect your employees and other drivers when you use
LifeSaver Mobile, a mobile app that automatically detects when employees
start driving and notifies managers when they access a mobile device. Easy to
deploy and to tailor to your company’s needs, this solution offers a no-hassle
way to maintain safety on the road. By reducing the occurrence of distracted
driving, you can also maintain productivity while dodging higher insurance
premiums and potentially devastating lawsuits.

Dispense with expensive and difficult
hardware installation
Most corporate anti-distracted driving measures involve updating the company’s
transportation fleet with hardware such as cameras, dongles or beacons to
track when employees are driving. This is a time-consuming and expensive
procedure, not to mention impractical for personal or rental vehicles. LifeSaver
Mobile offers a 100% software solution that you can deploy rapidly over the air
to mobile devices – ready out of the box with nothing to install!

Enhance LifeSaver Mobile functionality
with Jamf MDM solutions
LifeSaver Mobile works within your existing Jamf environment, and with this
integration you can use Jamf MDM solutions to streamline deployments and
even extend its functionality. With Jamf Now or Jamf Pro, you can enforce
employee compliance by preventing removal of the LifeSaver Mobile app.
You can also use MDM to automatically lock a mobile device when the solution
detects that the vehicle is moving.

The Jamf Pro difference
You can access all the same features of LifeSaver Mobile when using Jamf Pro,
along with the additional option of locking iOS devices in real time when users
are behind the wheel. This capability adds another layer of device restriction,
giving your IT team greater ability to enforce good safety practices.

How LifeSaver Mobile works
Restrict mobile devices while driving
LifeSaver Mobile is a mobile application that you can
deploy to your employees’ smartphones and tablets.
It automatically detects when a user is driving and
places their mobile device into a restricted mode to
eliminate opportunities for distraction. At the end of
the drive, the app seamlessly returns the device to
normal operation.

Multiple levels of security with iPhone DND

Flexibility to protect employee privacy
and usability
Your employees’ privacy and convenience are worth
taking into consideration, especially when they are
using BYOD devices after working hours. You can
integrate LifeSaver Mobile with your scheduling
solution to only enforce safe driving policies when
drivers are on the clock, not bothering them on off
hours, weekends and vacations.

The app complements the iPhone’s built-in Do

Exception reporting for accountability

Not Disturb (DND) lock screen feature for driving.

Every time a driver attempts to bypass the lock

When an employee attempts to access the phone
by pressing the “I’m not driving” prompt, LifeSaver
Mobile determines whether the vehicle is in motion
and prevents access if it is, registering a violation in
the process.

Cloud-based control by your IT team
The LifeSaver Mobile cloud-based fleet portal

screen or access restricted content, LifeSaver Mobile
logs an exception. It subsequently sends an exception
report either in real time or at the end of the day to
the employee’s manager for review. When you turn
on the Driver Daily Digest feature, the driver also
is notified of violations and may take self-directed
corrective actions.

gives your IT admins a centralized space in which

Easy deployment over the air

to administer the program, including monitoring and

Deploy the app centrally to company-issued mobile

even locking employee phones in real time when
necessary.

devices to make it available out of the box, and send
it remotely to BYOD (bring your own device) devices.

Praise from a corporate customer
“We’ve seen a 50% drop in annual fleet insurance claims after
we started using LifeSaver Mobile. Our drivers are now fully
aware that we take this seriously and we’re all in this together.”

Let LifeSaver Mobile change
your safety culture with distracted
driving technology!

Steve B., VP-MIS
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